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Abstract

Nowadays the most commonly used technologies in Enterprise Architecture modeling are static. BPMN is one of such technologies, which is used widely for drawing models of business processes. Limitation of BPMN is that it gives a static image, or drawing, of business process without simulation capability. Petri net is one of the modeling tools with dynamics functionality. This functionality is mostly applied in simulation of discrete-event dynamic systems. Business process can be represented as such a system. BPMN and Petri net are completely different tools with different purposes. In the paper we suggest an original approach of transformation of BPMN to Petri net, in addition to it we propose an extension to BPMN diagram which will make further simulation with Petri net more powerful. As a proof for the suggested concept, we made a partial implementation of it.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Enterprise architecture

Enterprise is researched within the theory of enterprise. The theory of enterprise could be studied from two perspectives – economic theory and social theory.

Within economic theory we can find following approaches to enterprise research:

1. In neo-classical theory a firm is depicted as “black box”, which has resources on input and goods or services on output [1].

2. In a stakeholder’s perspective a firm consists of several entities (stakeholders) which try to realize own goals. Enterprise can be private, state owned or hybrid. Sometimes their goals can turn into conflict with each other, but more often there is a certain level of consensus between these entities. So as a result of this consensus, the common goal of organization is achieved. This can be done by agreement between different entities or by domination of one entity (for example, biggest stakeholder)[2].

As a conclusion from economic perspectives we can say, that enterprise is a business organization. The latter means “an organization, involved in the trade of goods, services, or both to consumers”[3].

In social theories we can find definitions of enterprise as the institution which serves the function of satisfying basic needs of society (Marxist perspective).

According to network perspective enterprise functions as an actor in social networks (which can include single person or groups of people, united in one organization).

So after combining both economic and social approaches, we would like to present the definition of enterprise, which we will use further in the paper. Enterprise – is “an organization (or cross-organizational entity) supporting a defined business scope and mission. An enterprise includes interdependent resources (people, organizations, and technology) which must coordinate their functions and share information for support of a common mission (or set of related missions)”[4].

Term enterprise architecture consists of two words – first of them was defined above. The remaining is architecture. There are different definitions of architecture. According to one of them, architecture is “the structure of components, their interrelationships, and the principles and
guidelines governing their evolution and design.”[5] We consider that architecture is a simplified representation of complex systems.

As it is known from systems theory, all complex objects consist of simpler ones. We call these simple entities elements or components. Components are needed to have connections between each other (or relations). The whole picture with elements and relations between them is structure.

Architecture is a model of complex system. In case of enterprise architecture, the complex system is represented by enterprise. As every system, enterprise has elements. They are represented by:

1. Business processes and people.
2. Information.
3. Technology.

According to these elements there are several types of architecture domains (layers):

1. Business architecture.
2. Information systems architecture (Data and application).
3. Technical architecture.

This relation is shown in the picture below.

![Figure 1. Enterprise architecture domains](image)

First domain is *business architecture*. It encompasses governance, business processes and business information[6]. This is the most crucial domain among others, which defines strategic goals for the remaining layers. Business strategy means general direction, in which organization
is moving, including its mission, objectives, way of handling resources, behavior in external environment.

The key element in the architecture layer is business process. Business process can be defined as activities, which have input and output. This is shown in the picture below.

![Business process diagram](image)

**Figure 2. Business process**[7]

Outputs can be products or services.

Second domain is *information systems architecture*. There are two layers which lie in the scope of information – applications architecture and data architecture. Applications architecture covers connections between applications and business processes. So applications architecture serves as a medium between the upper layer (business processes) and lower levels.

Data architecture is focused on data which is stored in enterprise system. When we talk about information modeling, it is important to study the structure of the data and relationships between collections of data.

Third domain is *technical architecture*. It deals with technological infrastructure of the enterprise. It can include networks, computers, hardware, servers, etc. Technical architecture encompasses hardware and software, which serves as a basis for information system, which lies on it.

As some authors argue, technical architecture should not be too specific, in contrast, it should be more general. Otherwise this description of architecture can become quickly out of date, as technologies always change rapidly[8].

Modeling of enterprise architecture gives following benefits[9]:

1. Modeling of entire enterprise hides from us complexities and make the business simple to analyze and understand. Also different types of stakeholders can have their specific views of enterprise. This is also very convenient, because it can help to have a shared vision of the business.
2. Generalization creates a viewpoint at the highest level. We are able to see the whole system, instead of concentrating too much on sub-systems. So when we are analyzing any sub-system, we understand the role it plays in the whole system.

3. Enterprise architecture allows to formulate principles, which will be used in the long-term perspective when we are working on projects. These principles will govern the project work in order to make it comply with enterprise objectives.

4. If there are regulative acts and legislation in the country our enterprise is functioning, then enterprise architecture will help us to make our business comply with this legislation.

In overall, purpose of depicting enterprise architecture - to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the business itself. “A well-defined and well-maintained enterprise architecture is also proven to be a key factor in an organisation’s agility, effectiveness and ability to respond to risk, opportunity and change.”[10]

Enterprise architecture can be studied as an aspect of IT governance[5]. IT governance is defined as “the leadership and organizational structures and processes that ensure that the organization’s IT sustains and extends the organization’s strategies and objectives”[11]. IT governance is aimed at making sure, that IT serves for enterprise’s goals. There are international standards in IT governance, for example, ITIL and COBIT.

1.2 Definition of the problem

Most commonly used modeling technologies of enterprise architecture include BPMN, UML, Flowcharts, Data flow diagrams. For modeling business processes BPMN is used most of all. In the paper main accent is put on the business related modeling, because business process is the highest level of enterprise architecture. That is the reason why the highest interest for us is BPMN technology.

Most of currently used enterprise modeling technologies, and BPMN as one of them, are static. Static models depict state of the process at certain time point, and during the timeline this state does not change. In real life scenarios business processes are not static. That’s why demand for non-static models appears. Business process, or corresponding model of it, can have two types of dynamics:

1. The structure of business process, or the process itself, may change due to change in external and internal drivers.
2. The process has input and output, or beginning and end. There is a movement, or change, in process from one point to another (from input to output, from beginning to end).
First type of dynamics is dependent on internal (Business strategy, organizations infrastructure, IT) and external (market, regulating acts by government, changes in technologies) drivers [12]. Static models, used nowadays, do not encompass these internal and external possibilities of change. They are created at certain moment, when we have a current set of internal and external drivers.

Second type is connected with process execution. BPMN model is just a static picture of a business process.

![BPMN diagram example](image)

**Figure 3. BPMN diagram example[13]**

This picture can not show the action (how quickly the process goes through stage “SelectFlight”, how the decision at “moreModifications” gateway is done). The main disadvantage of the picture like this is that it gives no possibility for simulation, i.e. no way to see how the process is executed. Business may need simulation because it helps to get better knowledge of simulated object (business process), and to improve its efficiency and performance.

In the paper we are going to research the way of adding dynamics to models in its second interpretation (moving from beginning to end in the process). Only after this kind of dynamics is added to the model, we get an ability to simulate.

**1.3 The goal and structure of the paper**

The goal of the paper is to suggest an approach of converting static Enterprise architecture models (BPMN diagrams) into dynamic ones (Petri net models). In the paper we are aimed at validation of following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. BPMN, which is a static model of Enterprise Architecture, can be transformed into Petri net, which is a dynamic model.

Hypothesis 2. Transformation to dynamic model can bring useful values for business.
Structure of the paper is the following:

1. In the chapter 2 an overview of enterprise architecture modeling tools is given. This overview includes general facts about commonly known standards (TOGAF, Zachman, UML, etc.) and more detailed description of technologies which we are going to use in our project (BPMN, Petri net).

2. In chapter 3 we suggest our own approach of transforming BPMN to Petri net. The chapter contains theoretical description of the approach. The approach itself consists of
   • mapping rules between BPMN and Petri net, which are completely different standards;
   • ways of Petri net simulation, which bring business value;
   • new extensional rules for making BPMN diagram, which will enhance and make more powerful Petri net simulation.

3. In chapter 4 we present an partial implementation of the approach, developed in chapter 3. The aim of implementation is to show that the suggested approach can be realized and that it can give benefits for business.

Concepts, studied in chapter 2, are based on wide range of literature, describing such standards as BPMN, Petri net, TOGAF, etc [14], [15], [16], [17].

Chapter 3 partially relies on existing works, but the main part of the chapter is our own approach. Existing researches were used for the definition of some mapping rules between standards BPMN and Petri net [18], [19], [20]. But these works do not cover the full scope of BPMN. They are focused on element-to-element mapping (and not all BPMN elements are considered). These works do not describe how the full integration of transformed elements into one Petri net diagram should be done. These lacks do not allow to establish a full BPMN-to-PetriNet transformation approach. Chapter 3 suggests additional rules which will make this approach complete.

In addition to mapping rules chapter 3 defines ways of how Petri net simulation can be used for business goals. These ways are derived from general Petri net techniques. While many works describe general Petri net simulation methodology, we made it compatible with business-relevant goals.

Besides this, in chapter 3 we worked out our own extension for BPMN diagram, which will enhance simulation with it, when it is transformed into Petri net. The extension is a suggested combination of BPMN elements + annotations, which is based on following considerations:
1. The extension should not change the workflow of a BPMN model (independently if we have or do not have this extension, a static picture of BPMN model has the same flow logic).

2. The extension should make possible all available ways of business-relevant simulation with Petri net afterwards.

Chapter 4 do not contain any reference literature, as it describes our implementation of the suggested BPMN-to-PetriNet transformation approach.

2 Technologies

2.1 Overview over enterprise architecture modeling technologies

Modeling is the process of creating models. It is widely used in scientific as well as in other activities. In general, model is a simplified representation of an empirical object, existing in the real world.

In case of enterprise architecture modeling, models are created for the complex system. This complex system is represented by enterprise.

There are different types of classification of enterprise architecture models. They can be classified by the layer, where they are used. For example, process models (on business process layer), information models (on information layer), technical models (on technology layer). [14].

On business process layer following technologies are used:

1. Flowcharts.
2. Data flow diagrams.
3. IDEF0.
4. UML and BPEL/BPMN.
5. FMC Compositional structure diagram

Information layer includes entity-relationship and object-oriented modeling. First is realized in SQL and FMC (Fundamental Modeling Concepts) Entity Relationships Diagrams, second - in UML.

The last layer is technical architecture. Different technologies and tools can be used for modeling it, for example:

1. UML.
2. FMC Compositional Structure Diagram.

Another classification divides enterprise architecture models into three hierarchical levels – Frameworks (on top), methods (in the middle) and techniques (in the bottom) [21]

In the third approach enterprise models are of two kinds – descriptive and formal [22]. Formal models are based on mathematical formalism, while descriptive models lack this formalism.

Fourth approach states, that there are two kinds of models – static and dynamic. Word static is derived from “state”. State means a configuration of an object at certain time point. So static model is a simplified representation of the complex object at certain time point. Dynamic models can change, during the life-cycle or because of simulation.

In the paper we are going to study models, created for the upper-layer of enterprise architecture (business processes).

2.1.1 Frameworks
Enterprise architecture framework describes structure and composition of views in enterprise on a strategic level. It serves more as theoretical description of enterprise rather than implementation of it.

There are two main types of architecture frameworks. First is application-class. In this approach enterprise architecture focuses more on IT systems. Second is enterprise-class. In this view enterprise architecture framework models the enterprise as a whole entity. All components of this large system are integrated in a holistic view [23].

Most used enterprise architecture frameworks are Zachman, TOGAF (the Open Group Architecture Framework), CIMOSA (Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture), FEAF (Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework), IAF (the Integrated Architecture Framework) [15].

Zachman’s framework was developed by J. Zachman in 1980s. Since that time it was constantly evolving. Core element of this framework is 6x6 dimensional matrix[24].

TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework) uses the concept of 4 domains – business, applications, data, technology. On the top level there is a business domain (concerns business strategy, processes, etc.). On the lowest level there is a technical domain (hardware, network infrastructure, etc.).
CIMOSA (Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture) uses 4 views on enterprise – function view, information view, resource view, organization view. One of advantages of CIMOSA is that it suggests modeling language for implementing its concepts. It makes CIMOSA model executable.

FEAF (Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework) was developed in USA, initiated by Office of Management and Budget. The purpose was to unite architectures of different governmental structures in one entity on federal level. The central thing in FEAF is reference model. Reference model describes one specific set of elements in enterprise domain (for example, technical or business operations). The structure of FEAF includes 4 layers – business, data, application, technology. Also it helps to make a strategy of coming from current to target state of the system[4].

IAF (Integrated Infrastructure Framework) was developed by Capgemini. Basically IAF is an architecture method. Many of its principles are incorporated in TOGAF (which is the Open Group standard).

Enterprise Architecture Frameworks are theoretical concepts. They do not suggest practical technologies for implementation of these concepts (besides CIMOSA).

2.1.2 Methods and techniques
Among those technologies, which can be used in software modeling of enterprise architecture, are Flowcharts, Data flow diagrams, UML, IDEFX, GRAI net, Petri net, BPMN.

*Flowcharts* base on the assumption, that every process could be described as sequence of activities. Graphical part consists of symbols – terminator, process, data input, decision, flow indicators, connectors[25].

One of types of flowcharts is EPC (Event-driven process chain), developed by ARIS. EPC is based on the same logic as other flowcharts with more stress on events. Also it uses logical operators (OR, AND, XOR).

*Data flow diagrams* show relations between components instead of sequence of activities. There are different notations of data flow diagrams. Below there is an online example of Data flow diagram.
We can see that arrows here do not represent any sequence of actions. Main focus of data flow diagrams is on relations. Relations are of two kinds:

1. Between components in the architecture.
2. Between components in the architecture and external entities.

UML (Unified Modeling Language) is a modeling object-oriented tool [27]. It is particularly successful used in software modeling. When object oriented languages became widespread, UML helped to model classes and connections between them.

The core element in UML are diagrams. There are two main types of UML diagrams – structural and behavioral. Structural diagrams are targeted at depicting structure and components. Behavioral – at processes and changes in the system. For business purposes one subset of behavioral diagrams is used – activity diagram.

Activity diagram allows to depict business processes in the enterprise. It shows sequence flows, conditions and objects [28]. Core elements of activity diagram are shown below.
IDEF (Integration definition) is a set of modeling languages. There are IDEF0, IDEF1X, IDEF2, etc. For modeling business processes IDEF0 and IDEF3 are used.

IDEF0 is used for modeling of functions. The core element of IDEF0 diagram is a simple box, shown below.

![IDEF0 Diagram](image)

**Figure 6. IDEF0 box [30]**
IDEF3 expands IDEF0 and targeted at business process modeling. IDEF3 has 2 main focuses – on object state or process. Core element in object state diagram is Object State label (depicted as a circle), in process diagram – Unit of behavior label (depicted as a rectangle)[31]. These two elements can be combined.

GRAI net method is focused on controls in the system. GRAI net consists of 4 subsystems – information, decisional, operational, physical.

Petri net are mathematical tool for modeling of discrete-event dynamic systems (it is studied more thoroughly further in the chapter).

Another modeling tool, which is also used for modeling of business processes, is BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation, also studied further in the chapter).

2.2 BPMN

BPMN (Business process model and notation) is aimed at visualizing business processes. In this sense, it is similar to UML activity diagram. BPMN was adopted as a standard by Object Management Group in 2006. The current version of this standard is BPMN 2.0.

Business process can be defined as the set of connected procedures, which realize the business goal [16]. Business process is one of the most important components in enterprise architecture. Business level is above other lower layers of enterprise architecture (Data, Applications and Technology).

Visualization in BPMN is done by means of diagrams, supported by this standard. There are several element categories in BPMN:

1. Flow objects.
2. Connecting objects.
3. Swim lanes.
4. Artifacts.

Table below shows basic BPMN objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Objects</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Start event" /> <img src="image" alt="End event" /> <img src="image" alt="Message event" /> <img src="image" alt="Timer event" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Task description" /> <img src="image" alt="Subprocess description" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gateway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Join\Split exclusive gateway" /> <img src="image" alt="Parallel gateway" /> <img src="image" alt="Event-based gateway" /> <img src="image" alt="Inclusive gateway" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connecting objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Sequence flow" /> Sequence flow description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Message flow description" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Directional association" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swim lanes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Pool description" /> <img src="image" alt="Lane 1" /> <img src="image" alt="Lane 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artifacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Data object" /> Data object description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elements, listed above, are only basis ones. In BPMN standard there are more extension elements.

*Event* is triggered by something, there are two basic types of event – start and end. *Activity* defines the work which is executed. It can be atomic, consisting of only one work (task) or compound (subprocess). *Gateways* are used for splitting and joining. Exclusive gateway implies that only one outgoing sequence flow will be executed. It can join two sub-diagrams into one or split one into two. Parallel gateway means that outgoing activities will be executed in parallel.

Flows are used to connect elements of BPMN diagram with each other. *Sequence flow* shows the order of activities. *Message flow* is used for showing exchange of messages between different pools (never within one pool). *Associations* are used to link artifacts with other elements.

*Pool* separates different participants from each other. Usually one pool represents an organization. It can contain some processes, or it can be empty to symbolize black box. *Lanes* are in the pool, they separate activities in one pool from each other.

Artifacts are extension to elementary BPMN objects. They enrich the BPMN model with new information. One of artifact is *Data Object*. Data Object is used for showing an information entity (it can be electronic or physical, for example sales order). They do not change the process, but instead give more information to user. It is possible to attach data object to message, sequence flow, activity, etc. For example, in case of activity data object can represent input or output of the activity. Data object can represent both single object and set of objects. *Group* does not change the process (the same as data object), but it has a nominal, informal meaning. Group unites similar activities under one category. *Annotations* are also informal element, which does not affect the whole process. Annotations can be used to give some text explanation to user. But
BPMN specification does not limit us in ways of using annotations. They can be applied to all BPMN objects.

Besides these basic BPMN elements there are less significant symbols. For example, complex gateways (which allow to make more than 2 output flows); inclusive gateways; event-based gateways. The full set of BPMN objects and their description can be found in BPMN specification [32].

BPMN is implemented in several software tools, most popular are BizAgi, Intalio, ITP process modeler, Oracle BPMN Studio, SparxSystem EA, Visual Architect BP-VA, ARIS Express [16].

In the previous chapter we analyzed several technologies of enterprise architecture modeling, both frameworks and methods/techniques. BPMN is the technology which was selected for this paper (in implementation part). And this has a certain reason.

First, frameworks. Such a framework as Zachman is very useful for an overall theoretical analysis and modeling of enterprise, because it suggest a holistic view of the company. But the main disadvantage for Zachman’s and other frameworks is that they are too theoretical. For the purpose of the paper they do not bring much value.

Second, methods and techniques. One of technologies is GRAI net. GRAI net has a main focus on decisional aspect of enterprise models. It lack functionality to model the flow of work, business processes [22]. By this reason, this technology is not used in the paper.

Second technology is IDEF. As Ryan [22] argues, IDEF lacks two main things – control capabilities and resource modeling. Control functions (conditions, limitations on elements) are not realized in IDEF at high level. Resources (like data objects, etc. in BPMN) are not covered by IDEF either. Also this technology is quite abstract. This makes it non efficient in implementation.

Another technology, UML, is more powerful than IDEF when we talk about practical implementation of Enterprise Architecture. Another advantage of UML over IDEF is its simplicity [34]. There are different types of diagrams in UML and this allows to model enterprise from different perspectives.

The paper is aimed at making dynamic models of business processes (which is the highest layer in enterprise architecture structure). That’s why, we are more interested in one type of UML diagrams – Activity diagrams. UML Activity diagrams and BPMN are quite similar technologies.
Almost all processes can be modeled in BPMN and UML in a similar way (with slight difference in shapes and names). But for the purpose of this paper BPMN is more suitable. This is because UML covers all layers of enterprise architecture (with the main focus on software models), while BPMN is focused specifically at business processes. It makes BPMN more expressional and convenient when we model business processes. Researchers [35] argue that BPMN and UML Activity diagrams are quite similar, but BPMN has more representational power and external interactions are realized much better in BPMN. It is reached by additional tools, available in BPMN (one of them is more convenient work with business exceptions).

2.3 Petri net
Petri net is a “graphical and mathematical tool of modelling discrete event dynamic systems” [36]. Dynamic system is the system in which time is included. System dynamics is called a dynamic process, or time behavior. Discrete process is defined in following way [17]

If a finite set is given
\[ \Sigma = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n\} \]

\(\Sigma\) is called the event set. We assume that an event \(e_{i(k)} \in \Sigma\) occurs at the time point \(\tau_{i(k)}\). Let a sequence of events be given as
\[ \sigma = e_{i(1)}, e_{i(2)}, \ldots, e_{i(k)}, \ldots, e_{i(N)} \]

where \(e_{i(1)} \in \Sigma\) occurs in the discrete time point \(\tau_{i(1)}\), \(e_{i(2)} \in \Sigma\) in time point \(\tau_{i(2)}\), etc., \(e_{i(k)}\) in time point \(\tau_{i(k)}\), etc., and \(e_{i(N)}\) in time point \(\tau_{i(N)}\), \(\tau_{i(1)} < \tau_{i(2)} < \ldots < \tau_{i(k)} < \ldots < \tau_{i(N)}\).

Then the sequence \(\sigma\) is called a discrete process.

Business process, depicted in BPMN, could also be studied as a discrete process, because it has a finite set of events (or states) and they occur at discrete time points (time points can be defined in BPMN). So, if BPMN process can be represented as a discrete process, then it can be simulated with Petri net. This assumption we will use further in our work.

Magalhaes [37] also gives formal definition of Petri net:

PN can be defined as a 5-tuple

\[(P, T, F, w, M_0).\]
where:

\[ P = \{P_1, \ldots, P_m\} \] is a finite set of places;

\[ T = \{t_1, \ldots, t_n\} \] is a finite set of transitions;

\[ F \subseteq (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \] is a set of arcs;

\[ w: F \to \{1, 2, \ldots\} \] is a weight function;

\[ M_0: P \to \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\} \] is the initial marking;

with \( (P \cap T) = \emptyset \) and \( (P \cup T) \neq \emptyset \)

Basic elements of Petri net are:

1. Places.
2. Transitions.
3. Arcs (or connections).

Mark for place \( P_i \) \( (m_i) \) is number of tokens contained in \( P_i \). Marking is a set of marks for all places. For example, in the Petri net

![Figure 7. Marked Petri net](image)

marking \( M = (1, 0, 0) \).

Transition in Petri net can fire in 2 cases [17]:

1. For each pre-place of this transition, its marking is \( \geq \) weight of the arc from pre-place to the transition.
2. This transition has no inbound places.
If transition is fireable, it does not necessarily mean that it will fire. There could be two fireable transitions, but only one can fire at a time. Also there could be a probability imposed on transition that it fires or does not fire.

Every place \( p \), after transition \( t \) fires, will have following marking \( m'(p) \):

1. If \( p \) is simultaneously an input and output place for \( t \). Then \( m_{\text{new}}(p) = m_{\text{old}}(p) - \text{weight}(p, t) + \text{weight}(t, p) \).
2. If \( p \) is only an input place for \( t \), then \( m_{\text{new}}(p) = m_{\text{old}}(p) - \text{weight}(p, t) \).
3. If \( p \) is only an output place for \( t \), then \( m_{\text{new}}(p) = m_{\text{old}}(p) + \text{weight}(t, p) \).
4. If \( p \) is neither an input, nor an output place for \( t \), then marking will be unchanged \( m_{\text{new}}(p) = m_{\text{old}}(p) \).

Example of transition firing is shown below.

![Figure 8. Transition T0 before firing](image1)

![Figure 9. Transition T0 after firing](image2)

It is possible to introduce time into Petri net. It can be done in several ways (time is introduced to places or to transitions or to both). But the most common approach is to associate time with transitions. The result of this approach is that transitions have their time delays. In non-timed
Petri net every transition can fire immediately after it has been enabled. In timed Petri net firing of a transition will require a certain amount of time.

Timed Petri net can be defined as [39]

\[
TPN = \{P, T, F, w, M_0, \tau\}
\]

where \(\tau\) is a collection of time delays for transitions or distribution functions.

Depending on which approach we use (fixed time delays or distribution functions), there are 2 types of Petri net:

1. Deterministic.
2. Stochastic.

In deterministic Petri net time delays for transitions are fixed constant values. In stochastic - time intervals are random variables, which are exponentially distributed.

In addition to time, color can be also introduced to Petri nets. Colors can be assigned to tokens. Colors serve for several purposes:

1. Color brings individuality to tokens. Every token can have its specific color, which differentiate it from others.
2. Token can have properties which change during execution of the process, in this case colors are changed and overwritten in transitions.

In colored Petri nets transition can do following operations with color [40]:

1. Color creation.
2. Color revision (changing one of existing colors).
3. Color addition (color is added to existing one).

Time and color can be combined and used together in one Petri net.

Petri nets are also classified in relation to their complexity, there are two main groups of Petri nets:

1. Low-level.
2. High-level.
Low-level Petri net has a simple structure and therefore it is easy to analyze. But drawback of these nets is that very often it does not reflect the real-life object. Simple Petri nets are good for testing the model, for example, check that the process will work correctly and pass through all necessary stages. But low-level net is not suitable for performance analysis. To enable this functionality we need to use time and color.

It is considered that, when time and color are added to Petri net, then it becomes a high-level one. The name for such nets is Timed Colored Petri net. Petri nets with time and color functionality are “the most integrated approach available for complex real-time systems”[41].

Further in paper we are going to focus mainly on timed and colored Petri nets and describe ways of their usage in business process modelling.

There are different existing tools, which support Petri net modelling:

1. SPNP.
2. GreatSPN.
3. INA.
4. CPN Tools.
5. GPenSIM.

In the paper we will use GPenSIM as Petri net simulation tool. It can be downloaded and installed from http://www.davidrajuh.net/gpensim/. It is integrated in MATLAB platform. Reason for this choice is that GPenSIM can suggest functionality of mathematical formulas available in MATLAB. This makes simulation more powerful, the only limitation is that it does not have a graphical view.

3 Theoretical description of suggested approach BPMN-to-PetriNet mapping

3.1 Overview of suggested approach
The general aim of our approach is to show how the transformation of static diagrams into dynamic ones can be done and which benefits we can get from dynamic modeling. General picture, describing suggested approach is shown below.
We see a static BPMN diagram on the input. This kind of diagrams are very popular and used in many companies as existing solution. This is a static modeling of enterprise architecture. But we suggest to extend the current approach and transform static diagram into dynamic one.

The transformation is done in the first yellow block. The result of it is dynamic model, expressed with the help of Petri net standard.

The second yellow block from the figure gets this Petri net model and makes simulation with it.

So our main focus in next part of this chapter will be to describe theoretically how first (Transformation to Petri net model) and second (Simulation) yellow blocks can be implemented.

In order to describe the principles of static-to-dynamic transformation of models we will answer following questions:

1. In which form will we store static BPMN diagram and which technologies will be used for representing this diagram?
2. What are the rules of mapping BPMN diagram to Petri net?
3. The way how Petri net could be used in business relevant simulation.
4. How static BPMN diagram can be extended in order to enable additional advantages of Petri net models (timed Petri net, resource sharing)?

Further in this chapter we are going to answer each of these 4 questions.

### 3.2 Transformation to Petri net model

#### 3.2.1 Creation and format of BPMN diagrams

First question, form of representing BPMN diagrams and technologies used for this, is important because BPMN is only a graphical representation of business processes. It contains notation for graphical elements specifications. In most cases BPMN diagram is stored in jpeg, png or in file
formats, specific for the used tool (for example, ADF is a file format used in ARIS Express tool). But the limitation of graphic formats are that they are designated for viewing models, not for making any manipulations with them. Tool-specific formats also have disadvantage that they can be utilized only within specific tool.

For our work we need such a tool, which will be able to export created BPMN models into operable file format. This file format could be XML, because it gives following advantages [42]:

1. Usability.
2. Compatibility.
3. Easy to process in Java program.

XML is widespread and commonly used standard. This will make it easier for users to export their currently existing BPMN diagrams into XML format.

Also we need to decide which software tool we will use in order to create static BPMN diagrams. Main requirements to this tool are that it will be open source, it will give a possibility to export BPMN model into XML, it will be easy to use. Based on these requirements, we selected Signavio Process Editor (http://www.signavio.com/en.html). According to some authors [16] Signavio is one of the most popular open source software tools for BPMN diagrams. This conclusion was done after the survey among users. But we are not limited by Signavio, because any tool, which can export BPMN to XML, could be used as well.

So answer to the first question, raised earlier, is that we will store BPMN diagrams in the form of XML and use Signavio tool for this purpose.

### 3.2.2 Mapping BPMN diagrams to Petri net

This part is one of the most complicated ones. This is because BPMN and Petri net are completely different standards, which are aimed at diverse things. But we will try to suggest our own approach of how the problem of mapping between them could be solved. In our approach we will rely on some existing works about BPMN-to-Petri net mapping ([18], [19], [20]). Our suggestion is to combine some ideas, suggested in these researches, propose our own enhancements to them and describe the practical way of implementing them.

In this chapter we are going to describe BPMN-Petri net transformation on conceptual level. This will be done in two parts:
1. First, we will make suggestions of how to representing BPMN single elements (events, activities, gateways, connecting objects, pools, lanes) into corresponding Petri net form.
2. Second, we will describe the way of integrating all these single elements into one big picture (result Petri net model).

*Basic elements in BPMN* should correspond to certain sets of places, transitions and connections in Petri net. In table below we tried to find corresponding Petri net set for each of BPMN elements. Information in the table was partly combined from existing sources ([18], [19]), and partly proposed by us (event-based gateways, events).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of BPMN element</th>
<th>BPMN representation</th>
<th>Petri net equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Events</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Event</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Start Event Petri Net" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End event</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="End Event Petri Net" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate message event</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Intermediate Event Petri Net" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer event</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Timer Event Petri Net" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-firing time for transition TO should be set according to timeout in timer event</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Task Petri Net" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Task Petri Net" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gateways</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Gateways Petri Net" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exclusive (XOR) gateway</strong></td>
<td><img src="exclusive_xor_gateway.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel gateway</strong></td>
<td><img src="parallel_gateway.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inclusive gateway</strong></td>
<td><img src="inclusive_gateway.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event-based gateway</strong></td>
<td><img src="event_based_gateway.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. BPMN elements and corresponding Petri net elements*
Sequence flows correspond to connections in Petri net.

Another BPMN element which is often used in diagrams is swim lane. It includes pools and lanes. Their main purpose is to visually group set of elements into one entity. So depicting pools or lanes is just a question of visualization, it does not influence the workflow. Petri net does not suggest many graphical tools, that’s why it is not possible to directly interpret pool into Petri net. Instead we can group elements and link them with connection as it is shown below. First picture is a sample with BPMN pools.

![BPMN pools](image1)

**Figure 11. BPMN pools**

It can be represented in Petri net as:

![Petri net form of pools](image2)

**Figure 12. Petri net form of pools**

So as we see, representation of pools is just 2 sets of transition-place (this is standard for task, see above) and a new place “P2”, which is used for connection between two tasks. The same approach can be applied for lane.

After we mapped every single BPMN element to corresponding Petri net set of places and transitions, we need to solve the problem of integrating all sets into one diagram.

Before we present our own way of integrating elements into one Petri net model, we would like to present *patterns* in Petri net form of BPMN elements from table above.
1. First pattern. For each BPMN element (with exception of message event) there is at least one transition. Conclusion from it for our work is that each transition in our approach will symbolize corresponding BPMN element (or several transitions will stand for one BPMN element).

2. Second pattern. Every Petri net representation of BPMN element has one or several places to the right of it. Place, which has incoming connection from transition, will mean that the BPMN element (represented by this transition in Petri net) is done.

Based on everything, said above about single BPMN element-to-Petri net transformations and patterns, we will derive our own rules of building the final Petri net diagram out of given BPMN model.

*Building the complete Petri net model.* It is not possible to build the final Petri net model by simple replacement of all elements in the BPMN model by Petri net equivalents. One of the reasons is that we can have a cycle in BPMN (sequence flow from one of elements could go back to previous element). That’s why we will make rules for BPMN to Petri net transformation part by part.

First is start events. They are more or less simple, because they do not have incoming sequence flows. That’s why start event is inserted into Petri net diagram by simple replacement from Table 1.

Second, end events. The difficulty here is that we can have 3 cases with them in BPMN:

1. One end event and all sequence flows coming to it.
2. Several end event and each of them has one incoming sequence flow.
3. Combination of case 1 and 2.

Examples of these cases are shown in figures below.

![Figure 13. Case 3](image)

![Figure 14. Case 2](image)

![Figure 15. Case 1](image)
We think that for the purpose of our work it will be better if we create separate transition+place for each of these cases. So it will be possible to see from which task did the token came to end. If we just insert equivalent for end event from Table 1 it will be unclear which task triggered end event (especially in cases 1 and 3). Picture shows how Petri net will look like if we try to realize case 1 by simple replacing from the Table 1, see figure below.

![Figure 16. Case 1 realized with simple replacement](image)

This does not reflect from which transition or task the token came to place “End”. So we suggest the following way of dealing with this problem (the same for all 3 cases).

![Figure 17. Petri net form of end events](image)

The picture shows that we are going to create a set of one transition and one place for each sequence flow which goes from any of BPMN element to end event.

Third, timer events, tasks and gateways. Simple replacing from Table 1 will be suitable only if we do not have cycles and if no task or gateway has an outbound sequence flow to one of previous elements. If we have such a situation, then replacement from table will not work, because we will have two inbound places in transition, which will change a logic of model. This situation is shown in figure below.

![Figure 18. Element has outbound connection to previous element](image)
So, as we see from figure above, transition “Task1” has two inbound places, but it means that it can run only when both place “Task0” and “Gateway2” are filled. In real BPMN model Task1 can run when just one of its inbound elements (gateway or Task0) is done. That’s why in order to solve this problem (which also occurs when we have cycles) we suggest to exclude the right place of the Petri net set. In figure above we will place “Gateway2” will be excluded and instead connect transition “Gateway2” to the inbound place of the transition “Task1” – “Task0”. See picture below.

The rule will sound as follows: if the current BPMN element has outbound connection to one of the previous elements, then exclude the right place in the simple representation of the current element (from Table 1) and connect transition in its representation to inbound place of the transition, representing the previous element. This rule will work for all types of gateways and tasks.

BPMN diagram can also include subprocesses, which create additional complexity in mapping rules. Subprocess in BPMN can be depicted with a special symbol.
Figure 21. Subprocess in BPMN

The graphic symbol can be expanded by clicking “+”. After expansion the whole process will be seen. So we have to deal with 2 alternative ways of depicting subprocess – single element or the whole process. We suggest following mapping rules for subprocesses:

1. When we want to depict a single element, represent subprocess in Petri net with one transition-one place, see Table 1. Apply the same rule as for the task.
2. When we want to have a complete subprocess visible, include a whole Petri net sub-diagram into super-diagram. In this case start event in the sub-diagram will consist only from one transition and one place (not 2 places, 1 transition), see picture below.

Figure 22. Subprocess in Petri net

As a conclusion, we would like to present a summary table of integration rules, applied when building a Petri net diagram from BPMN model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN element</th>
<th>Description of problem</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subprocess</td>
<td>A process can be included in the main process as a single element or as a whole process</td>
<td>Represent a single element as a task. Represent the whole subprocess as usual Petri net process, integrated in the main process. Start event should have one transition and one place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End event</td>
<td>There could be several end events and different amount of inbound sequence flows to each of them</td>
<td>Represent each connection from BPMN element to end event with a separate transition-place set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPMN element A, which has connection to another element B, when B has</td>
<td>Element E2 can have inbound connections from more than 1 element, for example from E1 and E3. It can constitute a cycle</td>
<td>Represent the E1 element without outbound place on the right side. Find transition A in the E1, which will have outbound connection. Find place B, which is inbound to E2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
several inbound sequence flows | Connect transition A to place B.
---|---
Swimlanes, pools | Serve the purpose of visualizing, can not be represented in Petri net | Ignore
Other cases | Replace BPMN element with corresponding Petri net set from Table 1

Table 3. Rules of building Petri net from BPMN model

### 3.3 Business relevant simulation with Petri net

In this chapter we are going to describe how Petri net could be used for business process simulation, so that it will bring some value for enterprise.

First way of using Petri net is connected with *counting probability* that the system is in one or another state. Computing probability is valuable for business when we deal with BPMN diagrams. The need for probabilities arises when we deal with exclusive or inclusive gateways in BPMN. Each of these gateways creates a situation when we have “fork” – several possible alternative outcomes from the gateway. “Forks” in the diagram give alternative ways of going through the process. State of the system is one of such ways in the business process. See picture below.

![Diagram of BPMN fork](image)

**Figure 23. Forks in BPMN**

In the case shown above we have three alternative states of system: StartEvent-Task1-Gateway1-Gateway2-Task2-End1; StartEvent-Task1-Gateway1-Gateway2-Task3-End2; StartEvent-Task1-Gateway1-Task4-End3. By transforming this process into Petri net we will be able to simulate the probability that Task2 is triggered, that the process results in End2 or End3, etc.

To make such a simulation we need probabilities for gateways (what is the probability that from Gateway1 process will go to Task4, etc.). And here the challenge appears. Usually in most
current BPMN models gateways do not reflect any probabilities, instead they just show possible outcomes. But this problem can be solved:

1. If gateway in BPMN model refers to technical process, for example “operation in back-end system is performed successful”, the probability information is often accessible in technical description. This information includes reliability of the system, availability, its fault-tolerance [43].

2. Sometimes gateway depicts a subjective decision making, for example “user decided to reject the invoice”. Assigning probability to it is more challenging task. Possible way of solving this problem could be gathering statistical information from company. In many enterprises there is data about patterns of user behavior. For example, in online book shops there is available statistics that a typical client while making a purchase will open one of the “related” books, suggested by system, with certain probability. This statistical information can be brought into gateway.

3. If enterprise does not have enough statistical data, then we can not compute probability properly, but we can avoid the problem by switching probability from 1 to 0, see picture below.

The picture shows Petri net equivalent for BPMN model, presented earlier in this chapter (“Forks in BPMN”).

Figure 24. Forks in Petri net

As we can see, there are two pairs of transitions representing gateways – Gateway1_yes, Gateway1_no and Gateway2_yes, Gateway2_no. Our purpose is to compute probability that the process will end in End1, End2 or End3 events. Places P10, P11, P12 symbolize that these end events are accomplished. For example, we have probability data for Gateway2 but do not have for Gateway1. Then we can compare between each other probability that process ends in P10 or
P11, but we can not compare P10 and P12, P11 and P12. Simulation with Petri net for finding probabilities could be performed in the following way. First, define the probability that transitions “Gateway2\_yes” and “Gateway2\_no” fire (these probabilities are available to us, as a sample, we can set 70% for Gateway2\_yes and 30% for Gateway2\_no). Second, make initial marking for P0 big enough to get good statistical information (let’s say 10 000 tokens). Third, switch between transitions Gateway1\_yes and Gateway1\_no by setting their probability 1 or 0. Then we can make a simulation and get corresponding probabilities for End1 and End2. The result would be around 7000 tokens for P10 and 3000 for P11, when Gateway1\_yes set to 1. This sample may seem too simple, because number of tokens in P10 and P11 is defined by the probability for Gateway2 what is already known for us. In this case we do not need a simulation, we took this example only for illustration of procedure, but in real life models we can have a lot of gateways, cycles, so counting result probabilities is no longer a trivial task.

Another way of using Petri net in business process simulation is time-related simulation. One of the most often used functionalities in Petri net is estimating time delays and the total time, which is required for the process to complete.

This functionality is achieved through assigning firing times to transitions. Based on the type of transition firing time, we can deal with two kinds of Petri net – deterministic and stochastic. In deterministic approach time delays are assigned as fixed values to transitions. In stochastic Petri net transitions “have exponentially distributed firing delays with rate $\lambda$” [44]. Exponential distribution is used when we deal with time between events of Poisson process. Probability density function is

$$f(x; \lambda) = \begin{cases} \lambda e^{-\lambda x}, & x \geq 0, \\ 0, & x < 0. \end{cases}$$

Figure 25. Probability density function of exponential distribution

In order to assign firing times we need to do:

1. If time delay for transition is fixed, then define its firing time in Petri net definition in the beginning.
2. If time delays are stochastic, then use mathematical functions to generate time delays from a given distribution. In this case generation of time delays will happen at runtime during execution of the model.
To illustrate time simulation in Petri net, which is valuable for business purposes, we made a sample BPMN model.

There are two delivery opportunities in the model – by normal post or by express service. It is obvious that express service will require less time and book will be delivered earlier. In our simulation we want to compute how much time the whole process will require if delivery is done by post and by express.

In order to make such a simulation we will need time delays for tasks – “Deliver by express service” and ‘Deliver by normal post”. For example, delivery by normal post requires 12 days and by express service 1 day. Then after transformation to Petri net the model will look like

Third way of applying Petri net methodology in business-relevant simulation is simulation with resources. Resource could be a person, a free machine, etc. The need to utilize resources in the
simulation appears when elements or sets in the process (such as tasks or chain of BPMN elements) require similar resources to be accomplished. The model below shows such case.

Figure 28. Sample BPMN model with resource sharing

Tasks “Verify with accountant” and “Make daily report” both require accountant for accomplishing them. If a company has only one available accountant, then these tasks will share the resource (accountant) between each other.

General model of a Petri net subset, which handles resources, presented below.

Figure 29. General sketch of Petri net with resource sharing

Process here could be a single transition or a set of Petri net elements (but first element in this set should be transition). The transition will fire only in case when there is a need for it (for the task or subprocess) and there is available resource.

When we simulate resource sharing, Petri net with colors could be useful. Because often resources have capacity (for example, amount of working hours), during the processing of such tokens in transitions capacity can be changed. To illustrate this, we will transform BPMN model with resource sharing (see figure above in this chapter) into colored Petri net.

There are two tasks, requiring the same resource – “Verify with accountant” and “Make daily report”. Let’s suppose, that verification requires 1 hour work, making report 4 hours, preparing the billing document – 3 hours, upload report to company’s website – 0.1 hour. The company has only one accountant with 8 working hours available. The corresponding Petri net model for this process is shown below.
Resources are located in place “Accountants” (1 token stands for one accountant). So one resource is represented with one token. Both transitions (“Verify with accountant” and “Make daily report”) have the inbound connections from place “Accountants”. Only one of this transitions can fire at a time, as inbound place has only one token. The resource (accountant) has 8 available hours, we can put this number as a color to token. If transition “Verify with accountant” fires, then it changes the color of token from 8 to 7 and after one time point, puts the token back to place “Accountant”. Then transition “Make daily report” fires and changes the color of token from 7 to 3 and returns the token back after 4 time points. After the simulation we will see that accountant was busy during 5 hours and still has 3 more hours, completing the whole process took 8,1 hours instead of 7,1 hours (because in fact “Verify with accountant” and “Make daily report” were not accomplished in parallel).

In order to make the simulation colored and timed Petri net is needed. These technologies belong to the so called high-level net unlike a simple Petri net, which has no time or color.

Application of Petri net, described in this chapter, is valuable for business, because by help of it we can make performance analysis. In the beginning of simulation we input some parameters into Petri net (gateways’ probabilities, time delays for activities, number of available resources, their capacity). Then after simulation, we get results, which we can compare with each other. Based on it, best input parameters could be selected or the whole BPMN model could be changed in order to improve its performance.

As a conclusion, there is a table summing up ways of Petri net usage for business simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business purpose</th>
<th>Realization</th>
<th>Type of Petri net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability that business process will go this or that way</td>
<td>-assign probabilities to gateways’ transitions;</td>
<td>Simple Petri net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-insert a statistically big number of tokens in initial place;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 30. Petri net with resource sharing
-make simulation and count number of tokens in target places (this step will give the probability that that process will go through certain target place)

| Time delays, total time of business process to complete | -assign firing times to transitions (as fixed values once in a program or as random values from exponential distribution at runtime); -make simulation and compute time delays, total time for the process | Timed Petri net |
| Resource (people, machines, etc.) usage by elements in BPMN scheme | -create additional places in Petri net for keeping resources; -assign color to tokens if we want to measure their capacity; -during simulation change colors in tokens if they are used; -make a simulation and count how much time resources were occupied, resources were free, how much capacity left in resources (if colors were used) | Timed and color Petri net |

Table 4. Petri net usage for business relevant simulation

3.4 Extension to BPMN diagram

In previous chapter we described how Petri net could be used in simulation, valuable for business. We decided that for this purpose high-level (timed and color) Petri nets should be used. BPMN technology by default does not suggest such functionality, as probability for gateways, time delays for tasks or other elements, resources. In this chapter there are suggestions of how currently used BPMN diagrams could be changed so that these functionalities would be enabled.

Besides changing the BPMN diagram, following techniques can be applied in order to utilize time, color, resources, probabilities in Petri net:

1. Add all necessary additional information directly to Petri net after transformation from BPMN diagram. Then additional places, time delays for transitions, etc. can be added manually to Petri net. It requires analysis made by the person, good understanding of Petri net technology.
2. The intermediate layer program (i.e. the one, which makes transformation from BPMN to Petri net) should suggest opportunities to user to define time delays, resources for BPMN diagram which is being processed.

The first way of solving the problem with additional functionality in Petri net is not good enough. It has limitations related to subjective factor. After an user-friendly, easily
understandable BPMN diagram is transformed to Petri net, it loses its simplicity. The user is required to understand the structure of Petri net, its syntaxes and manually enter all necessary information in Petri net file (so as a result huge part of mapping between BPMN and Petri net will be done manually).

Second suggestion is more user-friendly, although again it requires some work from user when doing mapping. But in this case work becomes much simpler, as the program will ask the user to write additional information for BPMN model (not to a Petri net, which is more complicated). User does not need to understand the syntaxes and the whole Petri net technology in order to update Petri net model with new information. Mapping program will update Petri net by itself (create new places, new colors, firing times for transitions, etc.).

But the preferred way of enabling useful Petri net functionality is to make changes directly in BPMN, which is more known for users. Therefore editing BPMN diagram will be a simpler task and then mapping between a new enhanced BPMN diagram and Petri net will be done automatically.

The next issue is to define how additional information can be added to BPMN model without changing its structure and workflow. One of possible solution to this problem could be annotations. Annotations does not change the flow of the BPMN model, instead they are needed for clarification, explanation for user. But in Petri net these features are not needed and can not be reflected, because main purpose of Petri net is simulation. In Petri net annotation is not represented and is discarded while transformation. So there is minimal risk for us when we are editing annotations, that this will make any damage to BPMN or Petri net model.

Table in the end of previous chapter summarizes which functionalities should be brought into Petri net. One of them is probability. Probabilities should be assigned to gateways. Exclusive gateways can have one of two possible outcomes, see the picture.

![Gateway](image-url)
In Petri net such a diagram will be represented with two transitions (“Gateway1_yes”, “Gateway1_no”) and, occasionally, two places. Each of the transitions should have a probability that it fires (what is the probability that outcome of the gateway will be yes or no?). Our propose is to add special text to sequence flows outgoing from gateway.

![Figure 32. Probability for gateways](image)

p=0.7 means that probability of the sequence flow to be executed is 0.7. Later when transforming this BPMN diagram into Petri net element, this number will be interpreted as a probability that transition “Gateway1_yes” fires. Transition “Gateway1_no” will have 0.3 probability.

Second functionality in Petri net is computing time. Activities in BPMN diagram consume time and it is reflected in time delay for transitions. Example of such activities is shown below.

![Figure 33. Activities with time consumption](image)

There are three activities – “Make a report”, “Review a report”, “Correct errors if any”. Each of them requires some time to be completed. For example, company has statistical data and knows that usually making a report takes 3 hours, reviewing a report – 2 hours. But time delay for the last activity is not fixed value, it can be 0 hours (if no errors) or half an hour or 1 hour, etc.

Suppose, we have an information that it is exponential distribution with parameter $\lambda = 2$. Time delays for this activity will be random variables from exponential distribution with parameter 2. In Petri net this chain of BPMN activities will be represented with 3 transitions (“Make a report”, “Review a report”, “Correct errors if any”) and 3 places. Firing times for first and second transitions will be 3 and 2, third transition has random firing times, which will be generated at runtime.

In order to insert additional data about time delays we propose to use annotations for these activities, starting with “t=” If time delay is fixed, then we should write in annotation “t=v”,

where v is time delay. If time delay is random variable, we can write “t=ev”, where v is parameter for exponential distribution. After these corrections diagram will have following look.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 34. Annotations with time information in activities**

Third functionality in Petri net is resource sharing. We also propose to use annotations in BPMN in order to enable resource sharing in corresponding Petri net diagram. In order to implement resource sharing in the model, following information is needed:

1. Number of available resources and their types.
2. For each activity: how many and what type of resources does it require.

First information can be given in annotation to start event. Second – in annotations to activities. Type of required resource can be depicted as “r_t=v”, where v is name of the resource type. Number of resources “r_n=v”, where v – the number. These expressions are separated from each other with “&”, from other expressions with “;”. Example of annotations used for resource related information is shown below.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 35. Annotations with resource-related information in BPMN**

These annotations give to us following information:

1. Activity “Check new data” requires 1 resource called “product manager”.


2. “Download old version” requires 1 accountant.
3. “Update old version with new data” requires 2 accountants.
4. “Send new version to system” requires 1 product manager and 1 accountant.
5. “Upload new version” requires 1 accountant.

Available resources in BPMN process include 1 product manager and 2 accountants (this information is given in start event).

But writing annotation to each activity is not always convenient, because it requires a lot of work especially when type and number of required resources is the same for a big set of activities. Solution to this problem could be use of collapsed pool which has connections to several activities.

For example, in the above BPMN model we will make slight changes: now for one activity (“Check new data”) it is required 1 product manager; other activities (“Download old version”, “Update old version with new data”, “Send new version to system” and “Upload new version”) require 1 accountant. Then we can reduce the number of annotations for this model and final BPMN model will look as shown.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 36. Resource related information in BPMN (with collapsed pools)**

We can see from the picture that for the group of activities (“Download old version”, “Update old version with new data”, “Send new version to system” and “Upload new version”) there is only one collapsed pool. Each collapsed pool has connections to activities. Connections have signs “r_n=1” which means that this activity requires 1 resource from the collapsed pool. Now there are no annotations in start event.
After transformation of the first BPMN diagram (with a lot of annotations) to Petri net we will get following model.

![Petri net with resource sharing (big number of annotations case)](image1)

Figure 37. Petri net with resource sharing (big number of annotations case)

The second BPMN diagram in its Petri net form will have a following look.

![Petri net with resource sharing (with collapsed pools case)](image2)

Figure 38. Petri net with resource sharing (with collapsed pools case)

By this enhancement (usage of one collapsed pool for several activities) we get Petri net with a simpler and more understandable structure. It is important to notice that for each type of resources (product managers or accountants) there is one place in Petri net, number of tokens in each place corresponds to number of resources of the given type. This information (type and number of available resources) was defined earlier in BPMN diagram in annotations and collapsed pool.

We would like to compare these two approaches – writing annotations with resource information separately for each activity and using collapsed pool instead. In the first approach there is annotation to start event which describes number and type of available resources. Annotations to other elements (activities) symbolize type and number of required resources. This is a difference between annotations in start events and other BPMN elements. In the second approach there are
no annotations for start event and activities, but instead collapsed pools and connections from them to activities are used.

We consider that the second approach has several advantages:

1. Structure of BPMN diagram becomes more similar to Petri net. This similarity between BPMN model and Petri net diagram will make transformation from one to another easier. For example, collapsed pool in BPMN symbolizes resource pool in Petri net. Expression “r_n=2” in collapsed pool will mean 2 tokens in Petri net resource pool.
2. There is less work required from user to enter all resource related data in BPMN, because there is no need to write annotation for each activity.
3. Amount of annotations and text on BPMN model becomes less.

So our suggestion is to use collapsed pools in order to express resource related data.

Together with resource sharing we can utilize use of color in Petri net. Color will stand for resource capacity. In our case, see previous 2 BPMN models, resources are product manager and accountants. Each of them can have its own capacity, for example, working hours. This capacity can be expressed through colors. Suppose, product manager has 4 available working hours, then token in place “Product managers” will have color “4”. After transition “Check_new_data” fires, it will change token color to “1” and return this token back to place “Product managers”. The same will happen with tokens in “Accountants” place.

In order to implement color handling in Petri net it is also needed to use annotations together with collapsed pools. For this purpose following information is needed:

1. Which capacity does every available resource have in the beginning of the process?
2. How does the capacity of each resource change during the process? Or, if put in another way, what every activity does with used resource’s capacity during execution?

First information is given in collapsed pool or in annotation to start event (if we are using this approach). Second - in associations from collapsed pools to activities. There are two approaches to resource handling in the model, full and simplified. In a full-functional resource approach resource capacity can be expressed in whatever units of measure (time, kilograms, etc.). In a simplified model resource capacity is always available time points. This means that if resource of type “consultant” has capacity equals to 10 hours, then the overall available time of this resource is 10 hours, during exploitation of “consultant” in process execution this time will be decreased.
First, we would like to describe how the full version approach will work (i.e. when capacity can have whatever units of measure). In the collapsed pool we can introduce additional expression “r_c=v” where “v” is amount of capacity. This expression should go together with “r_t=...” as it relates to the certain type of resource. If this expression is used in collapsed pool, for example “r_t=secretary&r_n=1&r_c=10”, then it means that we have 1 available secretary for our process with capacity equals to 10. Also we have connections from collapsed pool to activities. Each connection shows how the activity changes capacity (it can be increased or decreased). This change is defined in “r_c=f(r_c)”, where f(r_c) is function of r_c. For example, expression “r_n=1&r_c=r_c-2” in connection means that the activity decreases capacity of the resource “secretary” by 2 (i.e. after this activity one secretary will lose 2 hours from his capacity).

![Figure 39. Resource sharing with capacity in BPMN (full form)](image)

In the picture two collapsed pools stand for available resources (1 “CEO” and 1 “secretary”). “CEO” has 2 available hours and “secretary” – 8. Activity “Give press conference” requires 1 “CEO” and decreases “CEO’s” available hours by 2. Activities “Send invitation to guests”, “Make briefing from meeting” requires correspondingly 2 and 4 hours from secretary. After transformation of this model to Petri net we will have two resource pools (two places) with one token each.
Token in place “CEO” will have 2 as color and token in “secretary” will have 8 as color. After the execution of the process is completed, token in “CEO” will have color equal to 0 and token in place “secretary” will have color equal to 2. It means that the whole process took 2 hours from CEO and 6 hours from secretary. What is important here is that, instead of working hours, color can symbolize whatever measurement. For example, resource can be a ship, color is its cargo and during different activities cargo will change (decrease at unloading and increase at stevedoring).

If capacity stands for time points (working hours, working days, etc.), then instead of “r_c=f(r_c)” in connections we should use time delay information from activities. This allows to eliminate resource related text in connections. This is simplified form of resource handling in BPMN. Example of this approach is shown below.
In the picture above connections from collapsed pools to activities have even less text – only number (which symbolizes number of required resources from the pool). We do not explicitly define how colors should be handled in activities, it is implied that they are all decreasing correspondingly to delay times for activities. For example, after activity “Send invitation to guests”, which has 2 time points as accomplishing period, is finished, then the token “secretary” will lose in its color 2 points (it will decrease from 8 to 6).

The simplified form is easier to implement in BPMN, because requires less work from user, but is limited in functionality (color can stand only for available time and can only decrease).

In the current chapter we proposed features which can enhance BPMN model and enable several useful things in Petri net – probabilities computing, time delays, resource sharing and color handling. Table below summarizes all proposed features, rules of their implementation in BPMN and rules of their interpretation during transforming to Petri net.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Implementation in BPMN</th>
<th>Transformation to Petri net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>Sequence flows outgoing from gateways have additional text in their title “[p=v]”, where v – is the probability that this sequence flow will be activated</td>
<td>“p=v” will be interpreted as probability for transitions, which represent gateway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time delays</td>
<td>-if time delay for activity is fixed, then write “p=v” in annotation where v is amount of time</td>
<td>-if time delay is fixed, then define its firing time in Petri net definition in the beginning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-if time delay is random variable from exponential distribution, then write “p=ev” in annotation where v is parameter λ</td>
<td>-if time delays are stochastic, then use mathematical functions to generate time delays from a given distribution. In this case generation of time delays will happen at runtime during execution of the model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource sharing</td>
<td>-In order to describe number and type of available resources for the process, use collapsed pools. Each collapsed pool should have a title in the form “r_t=name&amp;r_n=v”, where name is the type of resource and v – number of available resources</td>
<td>-Each collapsed pool should be interpreted as place (which has a meaning of resource pool) in Petri net. name – is the name of the place, v – is number of tokens in the place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Each type of resources should have separate collapsed pool (i.e. only one resource type in one collapsed pool)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                       | -In order to describe type and number of required resources for the task, use connections from corresponding collapsed pools to activities. Connections should have titles in the following form “r_n=v” where v – is the number of required resources | -For each activity Y, which has a connection with number V_a between collapsed pool X and activity Y:  
  1. If activity Y’, which is preceding to Y does not have any connection from X, then create a new |
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1. If activity Y’ has connection B with $V_b < V_a$, then create a new connection in Petri net from place X to transition Y with weight $= V_a - V_b$.

2. If Y’ has connection B with $V_b < V_a$, then create a new connection from place X to transition Y with weight $= V_a - V_b$.

3. If activity Y”, which is subsequent to Y, has connection C from X with $V_c < V_a$, then create a new connection from transition Y to place X with weight $= V_a - V_c$.

4. If activity Y” does not have any connections from X, then create a new connection from transition Y to place X with weight $= V_a$.

5. If activity Y’, which is preceding to Y, has connection B from X with $V_a \leq V_b$, or if activity Y”, which is subsequent to Y, has connection C from X with $V_c \geq V_a$, then do nothing.

1. For a full version:

- Use additional expressions in collapsed pools’ titles. Expressions should have form “$r_c = v1 \times v2...$” where $v1, v2$ are capacity of the resources. For example, “$r_t = \text{professor} & r_n = 2 & r_c = 10 \times 5$” says that there are 2 professors each of them has 10 and 5 capacity correspondingly.

- Use additional expressions in titles of connections from collapsed pools to activities. These expressions should have a form “$r_c = f(r_c)$” where $f(r_c)$ is a function, showing, how color (i.e. $r_c$) will change in the activity. For example, “$r_c = r_c - 10$” says that color should be decreased by 10.

2. For a simplified version.

- Titles in collapsed pools remain the same as in full version.

- Titles of connections have only number, which means number of required resources.

1. For a full version

- Create colors in tokens, kept in resource pools, in accordance with “$r_c = ...$” expressions

- Each transition should handle colors in accordance with title of connection of the form “$r_c = f(r_c)$”

2. For a simplified version.

- Create colors in tokens, kept in resource pools, in accordance with “$r_c = ...$” expressions

- Transition decreases the color of token accordingly to its time delay.

new color = old color – time delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>1. For a full version:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Use additional expressions in collapsed pools’ titles. Expressions should have form “$r_c = v1 \times v2...$” where $v1, v2$ are capacity of the resources. For example, “$r_t = \text{professor} &amp; r_n = 2 &amp; r_c = 10 \times 5$” says that there are 2 professors each of them has 10 and 5 capacity correspondingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Use additional expressions in titles of connections from collapsed pools to activities. These expressions should have a form “$r_c = f(r_c)$” where $f(r_c)$ is a function, showing, how color (i.e. $r_c$) will change in the activity. For example, “$r_c = r_c - 10$” says that color should be decreased by 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. For a simplified version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Titles in collapsed pools remain the same as in full version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Titles of connections have only number, which means number of required resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Extensions to BPMN diagram
4 Proof of concept implementation

4.1 General overview of implementation

In the previous chapter it was shown that BPMN transformation to Petri net is possible and the rules of transformation were described in more details. Further we would like to show the implementation of these rules in order to prove that described approach will work.

While the previous chapter contains theoretical description of suggested approach, the current chapter is focusing on practical realization of the approach. Following tools were used:

1. Signavio Process Editor. BPMN model was created in this tool, the exported to XML file. Additional features for BPMN were also realized here.
2. Own Java program was created in NetBeans. The program interprets xml file and transforms BPMN diagram into Petri net.
3. GPenSIM was used in order to make simulation with Petri net model, extracted in the previous step.

Picture below shows the overview of practical realization of the approach, described in the previous chapter.

![Figure 42. Overview of BPMN-to-PetriNet practical realization](image)

Main goals of the above-mentioned steps shown in the figure:
1. To prove that transformation from BPMN diagram to Petri net can be accomplished and the result Petri net model will be a right equivalent of the initial BPMN model.

2. To show that by adding new information to BPMN diagram the final Petri net model becomes more powerful and useful.

3. To demonstrate that Petri net diagram, extracted from BPMN, has valuable functionality, which can be simulated and give useful results.

4.2 Architecture of Java program

Java program is the second block in the figure “Overview of BPMN-to-PetriNet practical realization”. The program has the architecture, shown below.

Figure 43. Architecture of Java program

There are three main classes in the program – MainWindow, BPMNModel and PetriNet.

1. MainWindow is a GUI which helps user to select xml file with BPMN diagram, stored locally on PC. Also it can deal with certain enhancements in BPMN diagram (shown earlier).

2. BPMNModel is a class which creates representation of BPMN model. It extracts data from xml and creates instances of class in java program, representing xml data.

3. PetriNet is the class where the main work of transforming BPMN to Petri net is done. As a result of the program GPenSIM files are created (Petri net definition, Petri net simulation and transition definitions). Further these files can be used in GPenSIM.
software to make simulations of time delays, total time of process, probabilities, resource sharing.

While *MainWindow* class is just a GUI, we do not concentrate on it too much. The main purpose of *BPMNModel* class is to contain in a convenient way BPMN diagram (all its elements, connections between them, annotations, etc.). Then it will be easier to work with them when doing transformation to Petri net. *BPMNModel* class has following structure.

![Diagram of BPMNModel class](image)

**Figure 44. Structure of BPMNModel class**

Following BPMN elements can be interpreted by the program:

1. Exclusive gateway.
2. Start event.
3. End event.
4. Activity (Task).
5. Sequence flow.

Each of these elements has corresponding java class. Class *BPMNModel* stores lists of these elements (startEvents, endEvents, etc.).

At the input to *BPMNModel* there is an xml file. This file is queried with the help of Java library org.w3c.dom. Queries are based on assumption that xml file was created in Signavio Process Editor and all elements have certain names (for example, “textAnnotation” for annotations). But if the BPMN model was created in another software and xml file has different element names, then they could be easily changed in *BPMNModel* code.

There are number of such methods as “extract...”. In this method all necessary information about certain BPMN element (id, name, source and target for sequence flows) is extracted from xml
file and stored into the relevant list in \textit{BPMNModel} class. Annotations are elements in xml file which are stored separately, that’s why they are extracted in method of class \textit{BPMNModel} “extractAnnotations”.

Another java class used in program is \textit{PetriNet}. UML diagram of it is shown in the figure below.

Figure 45. Structure of PetriNet class

Methods in \textit{PetriNet} class convert from BPMN to Petri net strictly according to rules suggested in chapter 3.

4.3 Testing

In this chapter we are going to test the approach, suggested by us, of transforming static Enterprise Architecture diagrams into dynamic ones. For testing of the approach we will use instruments, mentioned in chapter 4.1. Our own Java program is a part of these instruments. First task is to take a sample BPMN model or create our own.

BPMN model for recruitment process was created in Signavio tool. Model shows how the recruitment in company occurs since the moment it gets CV until candidate is rejected or accepted.
Figure 46. BPMN model of recruitment process
Then this model is transported to XML file. Java program translates XML file and extracts all the data which is needed for building a Petri net out of it. All rules, mentioned in chapter 3 concerning mapping between these two standards, are implemented. The result of Java program are files in GPenSIM standard, representing corresponding Petri net. These files contain primarily information about Petri net structure, also about simulation procedures for it. To visualize the structure we created a picture with Petri net graph (the same Petri net is described in GPenSIM main definition file “model_def.m”, but not in graphical format).
Figure 47. Petri net model for recruitment process
As it can be seen from BPMN diagram, model has 6 end events, they correspond to 6 places in Petri nets:

1. p1_Candidates_rejected. It is triggered after activity “Give feedback to candidates”.
2. p2_Candidates_rejected. It is triggered after gateway “Continue with candidates”.
3. p3_Candidates_rejected. It is triggered after gateway “Candidates approved”.
4. p4_Candidates_rejected. It is triggered after gateway “Background check performed successfully”.
5. p5_Candidates_accepted. It is triggered after gateway “Offer is accepted by candidate”.
6. p6_Candidates_rejected. It is triggered after gateway “Offer is accepted by candidate”.

Then in GPenSIM the extracted Petri net can be simulated. For example, we can define probability for each gateway as 0.5 (for example, gateway “Offer is accepted by candidate” has 0.5 likelihood that it is accepted and that it is rejected, so both sequence flows from it have equal probability). Firing times for transitions (i.e. time consumption by each activity) are all equal to 0. By inputing in initial place X number of tokens, we would be able to perform X number of simulations. Firing times and number of initial tokens are defined in main simulation file, probabilities – in transition definitions:

```python
png = petrinetgraph('model_def');
dynamicpart.initial_markings=['p1', 100];
dynamicpart.firing_times=['CVS_sent_after_advertisement', 0.0, 'Decide_screening_criteria', 0.0, 'Screen_candidates', 0.0, 'Decide_if_testing_is_needed', 0.0, 'Prepare_plan_for_interview', 0.0, 'Evaluate_test_results', 0.0, 'Complete_test', 0.0, 'Send_test_to_candidates', 0.0, 'Define_testing_tools', 0.0, 'Give_feedback_to_candidates', 0.0, 'ee_1_Candidates_rejected', 0.0, 'Evaluate_candidate', 0.0, 'Perform_interview', 0.0, 'Verify_ID_of_candidate', 0.0, 'Perform_interview_with_references', 0.0, 'Create_offer_of_employment', 0.0, 'Send_offer_to_candidate', 0.0, 'Continue_with_candidate_no', 0.0, 'Continue_with_Candidates_yes', 0.0, 'ee_2_Candidates_rejected', 0.0, 'Testing_is_needed_no', 0.0, 'Testing_is_needed_yes', 0.0, 'Approve_candidates_for_interview_no', 0.0, 'Approve_candidates_for_interview_yes', 0.0, 'Approve_candidates_for_interview_for', 0.0, 'Need_for_new_interview_no', 0.0, 'Need_for_new_interview_yes', 0.0, 'Candidates_approved_no', 0.0, 'Candidates_approved_yes', 0.0, 'ee_3_Candidates_rejected', 0.0, 'Background_check_performed_successfully_no', 0.0, 'Background_check_performed_successfully_yes', 0.0, 'ee_4_Candidates_rejected', 0.0, 'Offer_is_accepted_by_candidate_no', 0.0, 'Offer_is_accepted_by_candidate_yes', 0.0, 'ee_5_Candidates_rejected', 0.0, 'ee_6_Candidates_rejected', 0.0, 0.0];
sim = gensim(png, dynamicpart, global_info);
print_statespace(sim);
plotp(sim, ['p1_Candidates_rejected', 'p2_Candidates_rejected', 'p3_Candidates_rejected', 'p4_Candidates_rejected', 'p5_Candidates_accepted', 'p6_Candidates_rejected']);
```

Figure 48. Main simulation file

After 100 simulations with Petri net we got following results for 6 places, mentioned above (these results are drawn in standard GPenSIM function “plotp”, axe Y – number of tokens, axe X – firing times).
Figure 49. Simulation results for simple BPMN model

Place “p1_Candidates_rejected” has 13 tokens in the end; “p2_Candidates_rejected” – 50; “p3_Candidates_rejected” – 24; “p4_Candidates_rejected” – 6; “p5_Candidates_accepted” – 4; “p6_Candidates_rejected” - 3. These results can be explained by location of gateways, “Continue with candidates” is the first gateway, “Offer is accepted by candidate” – the last in the chain, that’s why outcomes of it have the lowest probability.

The presented BPMN model does not have any additional information, recommended in chapter 3 (probabilities, time delays, resources). That’s why problem with simulation for this model becomes trivial. In chapter 3.2.4 four ways of simulation in Petri net were studied (probability, time delay, resource sharing, color).

First is probability. As it was described earlier, BPMN model can be updated with probability information for gateways. Updated BPMN model (with probability information) is shown in Appendix A. Every sequence flow from gateway in the model has its signature with probability. After java program runs, each gateway is mapped to 2 transitions. Every transition is assigned a probability. In overall we get 14 transitions out of gateways in the examined BPMN model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continue with candidates no</td>
<td>p=0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue with candidates yes</td>
<td>p=0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing is needed yes</td>
<td>p=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing is needed no</td>
<td>p=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve candidates for interview no</td>
<td>p=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve candidates for interview yes</td>
<td>p=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for new interview yes</td>
<td>p=0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for new interview no</td>
<td>p=0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates approved yes</td>
<td>p=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates approved no</td>
<td>p=0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background check performed successfully no</td>
<td>p=0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These values can be taken from business statistics, for example if company knows how likely or unlikely is that background check of candidate is ok, etc. There are also some subjective gateways, which depends on company’s decisions, for example, company may make requirements less strict and take 70% of candidates to interview instead of 50%. In this case of subjective probability, it is possible to experiment by inserting different values in transitions and see how the results would change.

After simulation with the probability values shown in Appendix A, following results were gotten (number of initial tokens was again 100).

Figure 50. Simulation results with probabilities (a)

Place “p2_Candidates_rejected” has 66 tokens in the end, place “p5_Candidates_accepted” – 11. Result values allow us to judge about probability that each new candidate will end up in this or that end event. As a sample, business may need to solve following issues by mean of simulation:

Problem 1. If gateways have the probabilities, defined earlier, then how likely is that candidate is accepted and that candidate is rejected after interview stage?

For making a relevant simulation we can insert a relatively big number of tokens into initial place (for example, 1000). Then the result of simulation is
Figure 51. Simulation results with probabilities (b)

End places have following number of tokens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place Name</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1_Candidates_rejected</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2_Candidates_rejected</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p3_Candidates_rejected</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p4_Candidates_rejected</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p5_Candidates_accepted</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p6_Candidates_rejected</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So the probability that candidate is accepted \(\approx 0,127\), the probability that candidate is rejected after interview stage (place “p3_Candidates_rejected”) \(\approx 0,120\). The same procedures can be applied for all places in Petri net, for example, counting the probability that it is needed to give feedback to candidate after testing stage (place “p11”), etc.

The result can be interpreted in another way. If there are 100 CVs, then around 12 candidates will be accepted.

**Problem 2.** How the probability that candidate is accepted will change, if we make requirements more strict on the interview and approve 20% of candidates instead of 50% how we do now.

For this simulation we will change the probability for transitions corresponding to gateway “Candidates approved”. Transition “Candidates_approved_yes” will have now 0,2 probability and “Candidates_approved_no” – 0,8. This change can be done either directly in BPMN model or in Java program, which allows us to change probabilities dynamically.

Number of initial tokens is 500. Results of simulation shown below.
Now place “p5_Candidates_accepted” has only 21 token out of 500, this is $\approx 0.042$ probability. So if a company is going to get 100 CVs, only around 4 people would be accepted (this is 3 times less than it was before).

Next way of using Petri net in business is time delay computing. We are going to combine time delays with probabilities (to get the more real picture). Time delays were defined for activities in the original BPMN model (Appendix B). For example, activity “verify ID of candidate” takes 5 hours, etc.

After transforming this new BPMN model into Petri net, we get new values in array “dynamicpart.firing_times”, instead of all 0s now it has different time points.
Below are sample problems, which can be relevant for business and which can be solved by means of simulation.

**Problem 1.** How much time will the whole process take in cases when candidate is accepted. For this purpose we will input only 1 token in initial place and make relatively big number of simulations (in this example, it was 200). In each case, when place “p5_Candidates_accepted” is filled with a token, we will show the current time. It is done by adding one line of code in the relevant transition definition file:

```plaintext
disp(PN.current_time);
```

So when this transition fires, it will print out the current time. Results are below

```
16.6000
14.6000
16.6000
16.6000
14.6000
16.6000
14.6000
14.6000
14.6000
14.6000
14.6000
14.6000
```

The average is $\approx 15.62$.

**Problem 2.** Company decided to use testing less and instead put more focus on interview, the interview in this case should become more time-consuming. For example, testing should be
applied only in 20% of all cases, but time of “Prepare plane for interview” should increase up to 1.5 hours and “Perform interview” to 2 hours. Following information should be updated in BPMN diagram to reflect these changes:

1. Probability that testing is needed should be set to 0.2.
2. Time delays for two activities (Prepare plan for interview, Perform interview) should be changed to 1.5 and 2 correspondingly.

Changes in these places will affect only that part of the model which stands before gateway “Candidates approved”. So to make conclusion about time it is sufficient to trace time at transition “Candidates_approved_no”. First, we will test the model without changes. Firing times for this transition after 100 testings were.

```
5.4000
9.9000
7.4000
7.4000
5.4000
5.4000
7.4000
5.4000
5.4000
5.4000
5.4000
```

Average time is 6,3545.

Then the same testings (100) will be performed for a changed BPMN model (updated probabilities and time delays for some transitions). Firing times of transition “Candidates_approved_no” for a changed BPMN diagram are the following.

```
11.9000
6.4000
6.4000
6.4000
11.9000
6.4000
13.9000
6.4000
6.4000
6.4000
6.4000
```
6.4000
Average time is 8,0818.

The conclusion is that if the changes are implemented in the company, then the process will take more time than it takes now.

**Problem 3.** CVs are sent to company randomly (time between 2 CVs is a random variable from exponential distribution with parameter μ=15 hours). Company may be interested in 2 questions:

1. How many CVs the company may need to hire 10 new employees.
2. How long will it take for the company until it hires 10 new employees.

First, to reflect the problem we will add annotation to start event to show that it can fire in random time units.

![Diagram of Start event with exponential distribution](image)

**Figure 55. Start event with exponential distribution**

Then the java program was executed and it transformed the BPMN into Petri net and set firing time for transition as random variable.

```java
dynamicpart.firing_times=["CVs_sent_after_advertisement","expnd(15.0)"];
sim = opensim(png, dynamicpart, global_info);
```

**Figure 56. Main simulation file with random firing time**

Then we will make test with 50 CVs (i.e. 50 tokens in initial place). The result is below.
The number of tokens in “p4_Candidates_accepted” place is 4. It is not enough. Second testing will be done with 100 tokens in initial place.

Now there are 11 accepted candidates, which is ok. All 100 CVs were handled at time unit 1287. So the initial conclusion could be that it is required to handle 100 CVs before company hire 10 employees and that all this process will take up to 1287 hours. By making more simulations we will get better statistical approximation.

4.4 Evaluation
As the proposed approach BPMN-to-PetriNet transformation is designed mainly for business goals, we would like to present a short SWOT analysis for it:

1. Strengths.
• Easy way to make transformation from BPMN to Petri net (all we need is a BPMN tool which exports diagram into xml file).
• Powerful simulation abilities, which appear out of static pictures.
• Petri net simulation brings such benefits to business, as performance analysis.

2. Weaknesses.
• Simulation with Petri net requires some knowledge in Petri net technology and simulation tool used for it.
• GPenSIM does not allow to see the graphical picture of Petri net diagram.

3. Opportunities.
• Further development and popularization of dynamic Enterprise Architecture concept

4. Threats.
• Development of another approach which is simpler and user-friendly

5 Conclusion and future work

The goal of the paper was to suggest our approach of transforming dynamic models of Enterprise Architecture into dynamic ones. As a static technology of modeling, BPMN was selected, because it is one of the most used tools in companies. Petri net was chosen for dynamic model, because it suggests good simulation capabilities combined with mathematical functions in MATLAB.

In chapter 3 we developed and theoretically described our own approach of transformation from BPMN to Petri net. Some parts of this approach were based on few existing researches in this area and others were developed completely by us. The resulting table of mapping rules between BPMN and Petri net is presented in chapter 3.2.2 (Table 2 and Table 3) and in chapter 3.4 (Table 5). Also we studied the ways how Petri net model of business process can give useful simulation for the company. These ways are summarized in Table 4.

In section 4 of the work we made a partial testing of our approach. For this purpose we created a Java program, that transforms BPMN model (with certain set of elements) into Petri net. After testing of the program we proved that BPMN can be mapped to the equal Petri net, i.e. Petri net, which completely corresponds to the properties of the original BPMN diagram. This allows us to accept hypothesis 1, proposed in chapter 1.3, as true.
Second, we made simulation with extracted Petri net model in GPenSIM. The results of this simulation were discussed in chapter 4.3. It was shown that based on simulation, made with final Petri net model, company can extract useful information for it and accept important decisions. Based on these results, we believe that hypothesis 2 is also true.

While writing the paper we faced following challenges:

1. Mapping rules between BPMN and Petri net become a complicated problem, when all elements are integrated together into one Petri net model. In some existing works [18], [19] it was described how to map a single BPMN element into corresponding set of Petri net elements, but these works do not focus on the connecting everything together into one model.
2. BPMN does not suggest any functionality to represent time consumption, probabilities or resource usage in diagram. At the same time these features are widely used in Petri net and make Petri net simulation more powerful. It was challenge for us to find a way, how BPMN can be changed or enhanced in order to reflect these features.

We can conclude that the goal of the paper was reached, but there are several considerations for future works:

1. The program of transforming BPMN to Petri net can be developed further. It can get the ability to handle the remaining elements from BPMN standard (all types of gateways, events, etc.). Now it handles only exclusive gateways, tasks and events.
2. In the paper we showed how to extend BPMN diagram so that it will enable some additional Petri net features (probabilities, time delays, resource sharing). Probabilities and time delays were realized and presented in chapter 4. Resource sharing can be a challenge for further works. In chapter 3 we suggested the way and described the steps how resource sharing can be realized. The challenge for future works is to implement proposed steps.
3. As a modeling tool for Petri net, GPenSIM was chosen. It is good in simulation and suggest powerful mathematical tools, as it is integrated in MATLAB. But it does not suggest any graphical tool, so user can not see the picture with Petri net model itself. To make the Petri net simulation more user-friendly, it is recommended to develop a mapping tool between GPenSIM and PNML (Petri net Markup Language). The last is an xml-based language which is easily converted to graphical picture in special Petri net software like PIPE or others.
Appendix A. BPMN model updated with probability information
Appendix B. BPMN model updated with time delays information
Appendix C. How to use the program: prerequisites

In order to test the program following tools are needed to be installed:

1. Java Runtime Environment.
2. MATLAB.
3. GPenSIM.

Appendix D. GPenSIM: installation guide

1. Source files of GPenSIM (M-files in ZIP pack) can be downloaded from [http://davidrajuh.net/gpensim](http://davidrajuh.net/gpensim)

2. **Unzip the GPenSIM pack.** Unzip the GPenSIM toolbox functions under a directory, say “d:\GPenSIM_40”

3. **Path Command.**

   Go to the file menu and select “set path” command:

4. **Select “Add with folders”:**

5. **Add GPenSIM Directory**
A new dialog box will appear. Browse through the directories and select the directory where you have unzipped the GPenSIM toolbox functions.

6. Go again to Set path in file menu.
7. Select Add folder.
8. Add model directory (in root folder there is a “model” directory).

9. Press Save.

Appendix E. How to use the program: steps
1. Run the jar file “Enterprise architecture.jar”, located in the root directory.
2. Window of selecting an xml file with BPMN model will appear.

1. Press Browse. Window for selecting file will appear. Select one of xml files, located in directory “Sample BPMN models”, for example “Recruitment process time delays.xml”.
2. Click **Transform to Petri net**

3. A new window will appear with possibility to write probabilities for gateway transitions (Each exclusive gateway is transformed into 2 transitions, every transition should be assigned a probability, for example, if we have gateway “Agree” with output sequence flows “Yes” and “No”, then probabilities should be assigned to 2 transitions – “Agree_yes”, “Agree_no”.)
4. After probabilities are assigned, press **Update transition probabilities**.

5. New GPenSIM files are created in folder “model”.

6. Now open MATLAB with GPenSIM and open all files from the folder “model”.

7. Go to the file “model.m” and press **Run** button.

8. Results will appear. It is also possible to change the code in “model.m” or in transition definition files to change the firing times, the probabilities, the output, etc.
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